CaseStories/
THON Hotel<br/>Rosenkrantz,
Oslo
Custom designed Colortec carpets from Dansk Wilton contributes to the Thon Hotel
Rosenkrantzs hotel decor that goes all in on colors and exciting experience universes.

THON Hotel<br/>Rosenkrantz,
Oslo
Colorful hotel carpets in an exciting interior design universe
Thon Hotel Rosenkrantz is a new design hotel in the heart of Oslo city centre. Dansk Wilton has
delivered custom designed Colortec carpets for corridors, stairs, conference rooms, lounge,
restaurant and suites as well as area rugs for the reception area and the suites.
Thon Hotel Rosenkrantz oozes contemporary luxury. You are greeted with springly colors,
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exclusive materials and beautiful classic furniture with custom designed fabrics. And of course
bespoke design carpets emphasizing the expressive interior - nothing is left to chance.
"The idea behind the project is to create a unique experience for the guest. A new universe you
step into, which differs from your everyday life." - Ramsøskar Interior Architects
In such carpet projects, where clear and strong colors are crucial, it is essential to work with pre
dyed yarns to ensure the right expression and color durability.
Lots of experiences and surprises in the décor
Convenience, quality and comfort make the guests feel at home in Thon Hotel Rosenkrantz. In
the public areas, guests are greeted by small worlds of experiences and surprises in the décor. On
top of the hotel, you are invited to Oslo Amazonas with palm leaves on the textiles and an
intense mix of greens in the hotel lounge. The reception area is elegantly decorated with
exclusive furniture and custom designed area rugs from Dansk Wilton.
&nbsp;

Carpet Facts
Customer:
THON Hotel Rosenkrantz, Oslo
Project:
Custom designed carpets for THON Hotel Rosenkrantz, Oslo
Carpet solution:
Custom designed Colortec carpets for corridors, stairs, conference rooms, lounge, restaurant and
suites as well as area rugs for the reception area and the suites.
Carpet specifications:
Rooms: DW Contract Carpets and Area Rugs: DW Contract Colortec 1100 g/m2 with integrated
felt backing
Corridors: DW Contract Colortec 1300 g/m2 with integrated felt backing
Public Areas (including area rugs): DW Contract Colortec 1400 g/m2 with integrated felt backing
Architect:
Ramsøskar
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